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FROM THE PRINCIPAL 
 

Every term in every school is always busy and at times 

a little hectic, Term 2 at Berri Primary School will not 

be any different. We have a major focus on Reading 

this term and all teachers will be working closely with 

Professor Deslea Konza, learning about the 6 major 

components of teaching reading. This work combined 

with our continued focus on 7 Steps for Writing 

Success should ensure that we see further growth in 

the Literacy results at Berri Primary School. 

 

Speaking of results, Years 3, 5 and 7 students will be 

participating in NAPLAN Testing in Week 3. Some 

children and even parents become quite anxious 

around NAPLAN time and I think it’s important to 

stress that NAPLAN is only one of the many sources 

that we use to gather data on student achievement. 

We strive hard to ensure that the children are well 

prepared and relaxed. 

 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 

I will be taking Long Service Leave from 21st May to 

29th June (6 weeks). My replacement will be Judy 

Cottam who is currently Principal of Renmark West 

Primary School. 

 

Greg 
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DIARY DATES 
 

BOOK CLUB DUE  Week 3 Mon 14 May 

NAPLAN   Week 3 15, 16, 17 May  

PUPIL FREE DAY  Week 4  Mon 21 May 

PUBLIC HOLIDAY  Week 7 Mon 11 June 

SPORTS DAY   Week 9 Fri 29 June 

CHOIR - TOWN HALL Week 10 Fri 6 July 

PUPIL FREE DAY  Week 4 (T3) Fri 17 August 

SCHOOL CLOSURE Week 7 (T3) Fri 7 September 
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Rooms  26 & 27 

Maritime Museum 

It was so high on the lighthouse.  J.D.  

I enjoyed climbing the lighthouse because it was nice and high.  Riley  

I liked climbing the lighthouse and seeing the view.  Christian 

I liked going into the lighthouse and the museum.  Milli  

I liked being on the ship when we went down into the cabins.  Amy  

I liked climbing up the steps of the lighthouse and going down into the ship and 

seeing the cabins.  Aylah  

My favourite part of the day was looking for the dolphins.   Emison  

I liked being able to see the dolphins and seeing all the things in the museum.  

Kahlia 

It was fun learning different things and it was interesting.     Mali   

I liked going down the steps and into the ships bunks and steering the wheel.  

Phoenix  

I liked climbing the lighthouse.  Alexis   

I liked the museum the most because I liked all the things in there.    Connor  

I liked going on the boat.   Callum  

I liked climbing the lighthouse because we have been learning about it.    Tyson  

I liked the boat ride and climbing the lighthouse.  When I got to the top of the 

tower and I saw the view, I was really happy.  Isabelle  

I liked going on the boat to see the dolphins even though I only saw one.     

Peyton  

I liked going on the boat. It was fun trying to see the dolphins.   Ella  

When I was climbing the lighthouse it was scary but fun at the same time.   

Taylah  

I liked the boat and the maritime museum and seeing the old ships.   Josh  

My favourite part was the maritime museum because it had all of the different 

models of the ships.  It was a fantastic and relaxing day.    Hunter  

I enjoyed the whole thing from start to finish. Excellent day!    Andrew (SSO) 

I loved it.  It was so much fun.   I thought it was a good experience for the kids 

because some kids who have grown up in the Riverland have never been on a 

boat.  It was great for them to see the ships and how they worked.    Narelle 

(Volunteer) 
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and Port Adelaide 

Excursion 
I loved everything!  I loved seeing the view from the lighthouse, going on the 

boat and looking out on the Port River.  I loved seeing the ships at the Maritime 

Museum. Sahira  

I liked climbing up the lighthouse. The view was great! Declan  

I got scared as I went higher and higher up the lighthouse but when I got to the 

top I felt happy.  My favourite part of the day was when we were at the Museum 

and I got to steer the ship. Jacob  

I loved everything but the thing that I found the most exciting was being in the 

Maritime Museum and discovering all the history. Isabella  

I was scared when I climbed the lighthouse but now I feel brave.  I loved being 

on the boat and I loved seeing all the things in the museum. Kristen-Ellan  

I liked seeing all the ships and what they were like in the olden days. Fyn  

I liked all the models of the ships and seeing everything in the museum. Lachlan  

It was awesome because we got to go on board the ship and see what it was 

like in the olden days. Monekah  

I liked the Port River Cruise because we got to see all the old ships. Kiara  

I liked going on the boat because I saw a dolphin.  Carolyn  

It was really good going up the lighthouse to get a good view of Adelaide.  I  

really liked going on the river cruise and seeing the equipment they used.    

Jarred  

I liked going up the lighthouse.  At first I was worried that it would be a bit high 

but then I climbed up to the top and I wasn’t scared.  Noah  

I liked going to the museum and discovering how they lived and seeing all of the 

different equipment. Jack  

I liked everything.  Harry  

I liked seeing the ships and I liked it when we went into the ships cabins.  Charlie  

The thing I liked the most was discovering the ships and what they were like in the 

olden days.  I liked the river cruise because I saw a ship I’d never seen, a       

camouflaged blue one.  Joshua  
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Health and Physical Education with Mr Coote 
Hi everyone and welcome back! 
In this newsletter edition I am doing a recap of Term 1 as I missed the last newsletter. Term 1 was 
extremely busy though professionally very rewarding. The learning by students in the following 
activities; hockey, scooter safety, balance walkers and fitness circuits was engaged in positively. The 
verbal feedback from the students about these learning opportunities was very supportive and 
greatly appreciated.  

 

Also, during the last 3 weeks of Term 1 students engaged in identifying mental health issues and 
how to best deal with these scenarios when or if they arise. A person’s mental health doesn’t always 
need to be identified as being negative. In saying this, it is very important that individuals be 
empowered to not only support themselves properly with mental health stability but also others who 
need assistance when the situation arises and it is safe to do so. The level of engagement again was 
very positive. 

 

Now, Term 2! This term is also a busy 10 weeks. The first few weeks are taken up with soccer lessons 
then followed by 7 weeks of track and field, in preparation for the school’s Sports Day later in the 
term. The learning intention and success criteria language will continue with some additional tools to 
assist my teaching and student learning also being introduced. Students will have the opportunity to 
demonstrate the focus skills being taught and then review themselves via Go Pro footage to identify 
areas of improvement. I like to refer this as ‘real time self- assessment’ and it brings a new 
dimension to physical education learning and reflection at Berri Primary School.  

 

The school’s Facebook page continues to get a lot of support from the school community. Some of the 
PE postings on the school’s Facebook page are getting hundreds of views! This is great that the 
parent community and extended families can share in the student learning as well.   
If you haven’t already, make sure you search and like the Berri Primary School Facebook page 
so you can see photos of what is happening in HPE as well as keep up to date with school 
sport. Also search and like Riverland SAPSASA on Facebook as a lot is happening and 
presented to the community about school sport. 

 

What has and is happening in School Sport with Mr Coote?  
Swimming 
Congratulations to Konrad D and Jai P who represented the Riverland at the School Sport SA 
Country Swimming Championships recently. Both boys competed exceptionally well with Konrad 
achieving a silver medal in the 4 x 50m medley relay. 
Netball 
Well done to Miss Brown and the netball team who competed at the Riverland SAPSASA Netball 
trials. The girls had a great time and enjoyed the competition. A mention must go to Ayvah who 
unfortunately injured herself during one of the matches though kept on playing not realising she had 
broken her arm. What a champion effort as well as showing great courage. Miss Brown reported 
that all girls displayed great skills and sportsmanship during the day.  

Australian Rules Football 
The annual Riverland football carnival and trial day was held on the Berri Number 2 oval during the 
second last week of Term 1. Each of the 5 main townships of Berri, Barmera, Renmark, Waikerie 
and Loxton entered a combined team made of students from surrounding schools for the carnival. 
Within the Berri cluster team the following Berri Primary School students participated; Cohen B, Liam 
W, Blake T, Callan L and Ryan I. From this carnival a train-on squad of 30+ players was selected to 
continue training in preparation for the School Sport SA football carnival during term 2. Well done 
to Cohen B, Liam W and Blake T for being named in the train-on squad. The final 23 players will be 
announced during early term 2.  
Cross Country 
This coming Friday 12 students, as a result of their achievements at the school’s cross country day, 
will be trialling/competing at the Riverland SAPSASA Cross Country challenge being held at Martins 
Bend. The training has been hard with many of the students pushing themselves past their comfort 
zones to be able to compete at a higher level. These Berri students will be competing against other 
students from across the Riverland vying for a spot in the representative Riverland team to compete 
at Oakbank on Thursday, June 7th.  
Hockey 
Berri PS will be entering two teams in the annual Riverland SAPSASA hockey carnival in week 2 of 
Term 2. These numbers are a direct result of the positive response from students wanting to play. 
Mrs Keynes and Mr Coote will be coaching the teams. Training occurs Tuesday and Thursday during 
lunch. More information about this will be released soon. 
Soccer 
The district Soccer carnival is occurring on Friday in Week 4. Students from year 6 and 7 will be 
asked to register their interest during week 2 of this term. The school is hoping to enter a boys and 
girls team. 

Congratulations to Sturt who won the Cross Country Shield as well as the 4 x 500m relay 

challenge. 
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Age Group 1st 2nd 3rd 

Reception Girls Ellie H Willow R Gracie G 

Reception Boys Aimeric T Elija C Jesse B 

Year 1 Girls Myka B (New record 1:52:44min) Maicey H Maddison R 

Year 1 Boys Markus ER (Equal record 1:58:33min) Blake W Logan S 

Year 2 Girls Mia C Addison W Isabel G 

Year 2 Boys Ari S Kahliam K Duke Q 

Girls Born 2010 (Yr 3) Milli W Peyton B Amy W 

Boys Born 2010 (Yr 3) Tyson B Jacob H Lachlan G 

Girls Born 2009 Chanel L (New record 5:06:02min) Sahira G Taylah G 

Boys Born 2009 Jarred L (New record 4:37:21min) Shayden D Jack O 

Girls Born 2008 Jasmine G Kate S Rianna D 

Boys Born 2008 Jai P Jade B Leland YB 

Girls Born 2007 Felicity B Haylee I Olivia H 

Boys Born 2007 Cohen  RE Hayden H Liam W 

Girls Born 2006 Samantha C Lisa F Ebony DG 

Boys Born 2006 Harry C Cameron B Tarkyn M 

Girls Born 2005 Rhianna M Breah C Emily C 

Boys Born 2005 Cohen B (New record 8:21:53min) Levi M Toby H 

Relay 4 x 500m Sturt Murray Chaffey 
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Family Fun Night 
Our SRC are investigating the possibility of holding another Family Fun Night. Please 

return the slip to the front office if you would like to see one go ahead and are 

willing to help out. 

 

Name ___________________________________  Student Name  ____________ 

UNIFORM SHOP  

CLEARANCE SALE 
We have drastically reduced the cost of our remaining old uniform stock to make way for the new 

range of summer and winter uniforms. The uniform shop is open on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 

from 8:40am. 

 

REMAINING STOCK, SIZES AND PRICES 

 JUMPERS/ JACKETS $8   POLO SHIRTS $5    BASKETBALL SHORTS $5 

   1/2 ZIP FULL ZIP  SHORT SLEEVE LONG SLEEVE       SIZES 4, 6, 8, 14,16 

SIZE 4  19  20   61   15 

SIZE 6 10  2   -   - 

SIZE 8 9  9   10   10 

SIZE 10 -  2   -   - 

SIZE 12 -  9   -   4 

SIZE 14 -  5   -   3 

SIZE 16 -  -   -   6 


